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Abstract: Learning end-to-end policy for navigation with a focus on intelligent
exploration is a difficult task in robotics. While methods like soft-Q learning
and ensembles of policies can demonstrate navigation behaviors in completely
observed maps, we currently do not have ways of extending these policies to un-
explored or partially explored environments. To this end, we propose a hierar-
chical formulation to tackle the problem of learning based efficient exploration.
We decompose the the task into two sub-problems: selecting the next best goal
in the visible space, followed by efficiently navigating to this space in the partial
map setting. We propose a global policy network that learns the selection of the
next best goal(‘frontier’) in the observable space, followed by a local policy that
learns low-level navigation conditioned on different goal embeddings in known
environments. Our key approach to this decomposition is to enable the indepen-
dent training of both of these components by creating randomized gridmaps on a
large-scale for both subtasks. We demonstrate our approach by training both poli-
cies for navigation in the FourRooms environment in gym-minigrid. The final
combined policy will, therefore, be an end-to-end differentiable policy for map
exploration. Currently, we evaluate the performance of the goal-conditioned local
policy. We present analysis of sparse reward based the global policy and compare
the performance with a dense reward variant.
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1 Introduction

Navigation in known environments is considered to be solved efficiently by both planning and rein-
forcement learning (RL) based methods. This stems from the fact that if the complete information
in map is available, optimal methods can be developed to solve point goal navigation tasks. While
planning based approaches offer completeness and strong formal guarantees, the next feasible goals
is often recorded and selected based on heuristics, like graph-based methods, or probabilistic sam-
pling based methods for continuous spaces. However, tackling efficient navigation in unexplored
maps is difficult cause it does not have a complete solution.

We propose a solution for the problem of unexplored-map navigation in gridmap environments,
that is based on the selection of ‘frontiers’. Classically, we consider frontiers to be points at the
boundary of known regions of a map, such that they can be considered important points to facilitate
exploration in a map. Therefore, we define such frontiers as sub-goals, and learn a policy that can
select such frontiers on partial grid maps.

When navigating in unknown environments, humans often invoke a decision criteria. This could be
the next subgoal, and the decision could either be based on some semantic context, or some such
prior. Learning how to select the next subgoal for higher level task such as coverage of the map is a
challenging open question.

Assume that we have a policy that can choose the sutiable frontier to navigate, we also require an-
other low level policy that can facilitate navigation to these sub-goals. This poses a challenge, since
it can be difficult to develop differentiable planning frameworks. We, therefore, rely on a hierarchi-
cal approach and employ a second policy for action selection to navigate in known environments.
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Our key contribution is the decomposition of the map exploration process into a two stage approach
that results in a hierarchical and modular differentiable policy for navigation in unknown environ-
ments – a “global” policy that can propose frontier locations that lead to high coverage, and a “local”
policy trained on randomly generated submaps. This enables us to learn data-driven exploration
strategies to later improve the global policy with different kinds of reward functions.

2 Related Work

Robot Navigation Our work heavily derives from frontier based robot exploration literature. The
concept of frontiers for exploration of unknown spaces was first introduced in [1] by Yamauchi, in
which regions on the boundary between known and unknown regions are considered valuable targets
to explore to increase information about the environment. Traditionally, frontier based exploration
is focused on geometric methods for navigation using SLAM, as demonstrated in works like [2],
[3], and more recently deep learning based methods like [4].

More recently, active learning methods for navigation have been proposed as a solution to down-
stream robot control tasks, that propose to navigate end-to-end with implicit mapping. In many of
these works, the selection of frontiers is implicit, and is attributed to semantic priors ( Yang et al.
[5]), or geometric priors ( Chen et al. [6]). Some of the work that comes close to our work regard-
ing the explicit use of frontiers is [7], where the expected cost value for each state action pair is
calculated by observing trajectories of an optimistic planner.

Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning (HRL) We consider decomposing the actual reinforcement
learning problem down into sub-problems such that solving them leads to a more efficient or power-
ful solution to the original problem. With the advent of Deep Learning, hierarchical representations
are considered as an interaction between multiple policy networks. Such representations have been
useful in solving all kinds of tasks. [8] was the first to introduce a hierarchical DQN (H-DQN) struc-
tures operating at different time scales to solve the sparse reward problem of Montezuma’s revenge.
[9] also propose a hierarchichal PPO formulation for the gym-minigrid [10] environments. More
recently, hierarchical policies have also been used for embodied question answering. [11] decom-
poses the problem of navigation for question-answering into a planner and controller framework,
with the controller pre-trained by imitation learning based method.

In contrast, our local policy, while similar in spirit to a controller focused on grid-like environments,
is trained by reinforcement learning in randomized grid maps to enable generalization. Our work
is very close to Chaplot et al. [12] which demonstrated such a hierarchical policy for pointgoal
navigation tasks in 3D environments. Our method is different in two respects. Firstly, our local
and global policies can be trained in a disjoint manner and combined to solve the task. Secondly,
our global policy model can be decomposed to account for a soft representation, such that we can
provide different exploration strategies for complete map exploration. Further, it is easy to see how
our proposed global frontiers could also become pointgoals for navigation, although that is not the
main focus of this work.

Learning based Planning We discuss this topic, since our local policy can be considered as a short
term goal driven planner but trained as goal-conditioned RL, and our global policy utilizes an A* star
planner for learning high-level policy. Eysenbach et al [13] propose search on the replay buffer that
utilizes the value function of goal-conditioned reinforcement learning policy to add edge weights
and create a graph structure of states represented as nodes. This serves the graph based planning
techniques to plan waypoints to the goal.

Reinforcement Learning based approaches for planning have recently been proposed as differen-
tiable planners for higher level tasks. These works leverage on unrolled dynamic computation graphs
created in popular libraries to create differentiable planning mechanisms. Value Iteration Networks
[14] by Tamar et. al couple attention mechanisms with value maps to account for differentiable plan-
ning in grid like discrete environments. Gated Graph Planning Networks [15] further improves on
this by including long-term memory into their framework using LSTMs. In contrast to such explicit
differentiable planning modules, our local policy is a goal driven policy network that is trained on
randomized maps to improve efficiency. On grid-like environments, this has proven to be effective
for local planning, as seen in works focusing on goal conditioned navigation, like [16].
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3 Method

Figure 1: Proposed Architecture for integration of local and global policy

In partially observed environments, often, the reward signal is sparse since a reward is only achieved
when an agent reaches a goal location. Further, this location in the map may not be currently ob-
servable, making this task difficult to train using off-the-shelf RL algorithms. However, abstracting
the action space from low-level actions to frontier selection can help to alleviate this problem.

We propose to decompose the navigation problem into sub-components and learn them separately.
First, we learn a local policy which can navigate to a given goal position in a known observed envi-
ronment. Second, we learn a global policy to predict intended frontier/goal position in the observable
space based on agent’s map of the partially revealed environment, agent’s position, direction, and
previous history of actions. Figure 1 illustrates the integration architecture that shows how the global
policy could provide the next frontier/goal coordinates to the local policy.

The local policy is a goal-conditioned reinforcement learning model which takes in the intermittent
goal and executes next low level actions for navigation. Upon reaching the goal, this observation
should trigger the global policy to predict another intermittent goal. The objective task is to maxi-
mize the coverage, as used in [12].

4 Experimental setup

(a) Environment

(b) Agent’s observed map

Figure 2: The environment and agent’s ob-
served map at initialization. (a) the classic
Fourrooms for coverage task, (b) the agent’s
observed view

We used the FourRooms environment in gym-
minigrid [10], which is a 20x20 grid with a goal po-
sition, as shown in Figure 2a. Based on the partial
observation of the agent, we construct the agent’s
observed map as shown in 2b to serve as the input to
both global and local policy networks. Though our
approach is tested with this setup, it can be gener-
alized to other kinds of partially observable discrete
environments. Note that our observation model in
gridworld follows a partially observable markov de-
cision process (POMDP), since we do not have ac-
cess to the complete state information, mainly the
map.

First, we extract the current observed map of the
agent, agent’s action and direction, along with the
selected goal/frontier coordinates over multiple tra-
jectories while exploring the map. These trajectories

are collected using a graph-based planner, where sub-goals are provided as the nearest boundary
value frontier from the current location of the robot. Note that this step could be replaced with
actual human trajectories or human selected frontiers.
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Given that the environment size is s, then agent view of the map is created such that the agent is
always initialized at the center of a grid sized 2s. However, the agent starts in the environment from
a random location that not known a-priori. Thereon, the partial views from agent’s observation are
extracted and aggregated to represent the area observed so far by the agent. This map of observed
area contains a compact encoding of whether the grid location is unseen, empty or is a wall for the
FourRooms environment. In real world, this is analogous to discretizing the space into grid, using
object detection module and maintaining a numeric encoding of different object types seen so far.

We train both the policies using the current observed map as seen by the agent. The agent is initial-
ized with a random position and orientation in the grid map. It is important to note that we assume
the agent has memory and as it traverses in the map, its belief over the map grows as visible regions.
Further, this results in different partial grid-maps based on the initialization of the agent.

4.1 Local policy

The local policy is trained to navigate to a goal in fully observable environment such that the agent
position, goal position and the observed partial map mask are all randomly selected for a given
episode. These partial map masks are extracted from the trajectories obtained from the planner with
the agent’s construction of the observed map. Our custom environment in gym-minigrid enables the
construction of fully visible environments with the partial map masks as shown in Figure 3. These
masks are created based on a expert trajectories, which is a frontier based planner in our case.

In order to promote generalization to all kinds of partially observable submaps, we provide a
curriculum-learning based strategy to introduce submaps during training, particularly, based on
the the size of the submap. The intuition is that the bigger the submap, the complexity it is due
to a larger possibility space of goal and agent starting points. Therefore, by providing a natural
curriculum of increasingly diverse submaps, we hope alleviate the training complexity that comes
with the training for long horizon navigation tasks. Due to navigation with complete observability
in partial maps, we can modify the reward signal to incorporate a dense reward. We consider two
types of possible reward functions:

Euclidean Distance:

Rt =

{
100, if pgoal = pt
−γ(

√
(pgoal − pt)2), otherwise

Shortest Path Length reward:

Rt =

{
100, if pgoal = pt
−γ(Cpgoal∼G[pt]), otherwise

Here, pgoal is the goal position, pt is the position of the agent at time t, γ is a weight term, and
Cpgoal∼G indicates the shortest distance in pixels from the goal pgoal. (For reference the heatmap in
Figure 4(b) indicates the cost from the goal). For the experiments, we chose γ = 0.1.

To further understand the curriculum, Figure 3 shows some variations of the partially observable
maps in FourRooms environment of gym-minigrid in order that they were provided at training time.
Note that since we obtain these using a graph planner, each room may be variably explored based
on the initial starting position, leading to a rich diversity in possible submaps.

To train the local policy, we use an asynchronous variant of the Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)
for learning this task. We use a convolutional LSTM network, that takes 40x40 input RGB gridmaps
as input, and provides a discrete action selection as output. The convolutional netwoks consist of
4 convolutional layers with 64 filters and 2x2 kernel size. We use a LSTM hidden dimension size
of 128. Both the actor and critic models have the same structure. We train for a total of 20000
submaps, with a repetition frequency of 20 episodes per submap and 8 parallel environments (3.2
million episodes). As an additional baseline, we also consider the task of exploration using only
local views. An example of local views vs global views is best explained in the Figure 4. For this
task, only a sparse reward is provided using the same curriculum strategy to promote exploration.
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Figure 3: Left-Right: An example of the curriculum provided during training. We assume that the
agent starts at the center (20x20) and proceeds to expand outwards based on its current direction and
view point. Therefore, the agent builds a map as it completes the FourRooms environment. This
curriculum simulates this experience explicitly in training.

Figure 4: Left-Right (a-d): (a) shows the actual submap the agent is navigating in. (b) shows the
cost to reach goal from all points in the submap. (c) indicates the local observation of the agent
(baseline) (d) shows the global view as the observation

4.2 Global Policy

The global policy is trained to strategically cover all areas of the map when the agent can observe
only limited field of view is available at a location per timestep. The global policy maintains the
observed map so far from the agent’s perspective.

Given the observed map view of the agent, the task of the global policy is to propose the coordinates
where the agent should go next. The teleportation to the predicted coordinates are executed with A*
planner. The coordinates are continuous valued inputs in {−1, 1}, and represented in terms of the
distance r and the angle θ from the agent’s frame of view. If the coordinates are outside the observed
area so far, no path can be found by the planner and the agent does not move in this case.

To solve the coverage task in minimum number of steps, we train the global policy network with
two variants in reward structures:

Sparse Reward The sparse reward is given only upon completion of the task of coverage of the
map.

Rsparse = 1.− 0.9× (step count / max steps)

where the max steps refers to the maximum number of coordinates that the global policy can pro-
pose.

Dense Reward The dense reward is provided at every coordinate proposed by the global policy.
If the predicted coordinate is outside the observed area, the model is penalized by how far the
coordinate is from the agent. If the predicted coordinate is within the observed area, the model is
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rewarded based on the change in the observed area by moving to the new coordinate from previous
one. Upon completion of coverage, the model is awarded a large bonus depending on the map and a
similar penalty as in sparse reward setting. Overall, the dense reward is as follows:

Rdense
t =


−(g− a)2 if Mt[g] = 0

Mt+1 −Mt if Mt[g] = 1

B − step count if coverage task is done

where a represents the agent’s position, g represents the proposed coordinates by the global policy,
Mk represents the observed area mask at timestep k where unseen is 0, seen is 1, and B represents
the large bonus on task completion, which is dependent on the map size.

5 Results

5.1 Local Policy

Figure 5: Mean Return of the local policy. Left: Trained using Euclidean distance reward, Right:
Trained using Shortest Path Length reward

Figure 5 shows the mean return for the local policy. Note that this is with the curriculum training,
so y-axis indicates the increasing map size. During training with euclidean distance, we notice a
decrease in the mean return, but this improves over time, until the agent is comparably efficient
at reaching the goal before the episode terminates. However, this is not the case for training with
shortest path length reward. We hypothesize that since we were using the same submap update
frequency it is possible that this is not enough for the shortest path reward and it may need additional
epsiodes in the same submap before understanding this relationship.

5.2 Global Policy

In order to compare the performance of policies trained with different reward structure, we create
an evaluation environment where both policies are evaluated in terms of the rewards obtained over

Figure 6: Comparison between sparse and dense reward training approach for global policy
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20K total proposed coordinates. The reward structure for the evaluation environment is:
1.− 0.9× (step count / max count), where max count = 1000.

The results shown in the figure 6 are evaluated for sparse and dense variants of global policy where
model was trained for 1 million total timesteps. Here timestep refers to the number of coordinates
proposed by the policy. If the coverage task was done or maximum of 1000 coordinates were
proposed, the environment was reset with different agent position and openings within the doors.
We can see that the policy trained with dense reward successfully performs coverage on 92 episodes
with mean reward of 0.81. On the other hand, sparse policy performs slightly worse by successfully
completing only 85 episodes with mean reward of 0.78.

On training for both the global policy variants for 2 million timesteps, we observe that the sparse
reward based policy improves as shown in figure 7 but the dense reward based policy collapses to a
fixed value. This is evident in the drastic dip in the mean episode reward and a corresponding peak
in the policy gradient loss in figure 8.

Figure 7: Training for sparse reward based global policy: (a) Episode reward. (b) value function
loss. (c) policy gradient loss.

Figure 8: Training for dense reward based global policy: (a) Episode reward. (b) value function loss.
(c) policy gradient loss.

To analyze both the policy variants, we evaluate the performance in terms of the number of proposed
coordinates and the number of coordinates that are indeed used for teleportation. Note that we
consider the policies after 2 million timesteps of training, and a better comparison could be between
the best policy checkpoints of both the variants. Figure 9a shows that the sparse reward based
policy uses fewer coordinates across episodes with most values as less than 150 timesteps, whereas
the dense reward based policy is comparable to random initialization. In figure 9b, the number of
coordinates used for teleportation for sparse reward based policy is lesser than the dense variant and
random initialization. Note that the model was not trained to minimize the number of coordinates
used to teleport, but its decrease is correlated with decrease in the overall proposed coordinates.

6 Discussion

The current approach to train the global policy involves continuous space of predictions to corre-
spond to the coordinates. This could be made simpler in discrete action space where the model
learns to predict the direction in which the nearest frontier should be explored. However, we would
be relying on a strong assumption that nearest frontiers are the ones to be selected for good map
coverage, but that is not true as in a limited budget to teleport, the nearest frontier within the current
room might be a poor choice than an opening leading to an another room. We did not study how to
represent the action space for learning global policy efficiently and believe it to be an open question.

To provide a warm start, the global policy can be pre-trained in a supervised manner. Unlike random
initialization, this will ensure that the agent reaches the sparse reward through complete exploration
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(a) the number of coordinates proposed per episode (b) the number of coordinates used for teleportation

Figure 9: Histograms to compare variants of global policy over 100 episodes for evaluation. The
policy that proposes lesser number of coordinates and uses lesser steps to teleport is better.

of the environment. Though we did study the policies for behavior cloning of the expert trajectories
in this coverage task, we did not succeed in pre-training the global policy network using imitation
learning and then using reinforcement learning to fine-tune. This poses considerable challenge in
on-policy algorithms like PPO considered for training local and global policy. Though off-policy
algorithms would better accommodate the trajectories in the replay buffer, it should used with im-
portance sampling to tackle the problem of overestimation of the value function. Given a diverse
dataset of such frontiers in a map, we could train a global policy that could imitate such frontier se-
lections. These demonstrations can be used to train a neural network to output the frontier that will
be selected. In our case, this network is trained to find the nearest feasible frontier for exploration.
We consider training this global policy in a supervised manner first. We hope to extend this to a
reinforcement learning based policy that learns to provide feasible frontier locations in the map that
can maximize time constrained map exploration as a reward.

The next steps are the integration of the global and the local policy to train end-to-end reinforcement
learning model for navigation in partially observed environments. We propose to test this setup with
different reward signals for obtaining diverse exploration behaviors. If the reward structure is dense,
i.e. based on the euclidean distance to the subgoal, this should train the global policy network to
increase the likelihood of the frontiers leading to the goal. Alternately, if the reward structure is
based on the total explored area, while penalizing the number of steps, the policy/frontier selection
network should learn to predict frontiers that efficiently increase map information. Therefore, we
can showcase how this change could lead to diverse exploration and navigation behaviors.

Learning can improve frontier selection by incorporating the environment’s structure and semantics.
Apart from learning from human behavior, learning based approach to selecting the frontiers can be
useful to learn the structure of the environment. For example, among different indoor environment,
the semantic proximity of objects in the kitchen and the objects in washroom still holds. If the robot
is tasked to fetch something from refrigerator, it will select frontiers which have a high probability
to reach the kitchen or dining area.

7 Conclusion

We presented a hierarchical decomposition for learning navigation in partially observed environ-
ments as: (1) local policy for learning goal-conditioned navigation (2) global policy for learning
strategic selection of coordinates for the tasks like coverage of the map. We have evaluated both the
components in FourRooms environment with randomization in terms of position of room openings
and agent position for both global and local policy. We also randomize the goal positions, and the
submaps for the environment for training the local policy. We have demonstrated the performance
of goal-conditioned local policy with curriculum based randomization introduced during training.
We also show the global policy’s performance with sparse reward and compare with a dense reward
variant.
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